ABSTRACT

National Inheritance Political Law By Indonesian Supreme Court Verdict

Indonesian Inheritance Law system is remaining pluralism. It is devided into three different legal systems, among others Customary Inheritance Law, Islamic Inheritance Law and BW Inheritance Law. Those inheritance legal systems applies depend on the certain groups in Indonesia.

Supreme Court’s verdict regarding to the inheritance law affects the Indonesian Inheritance legal system, this is caused by the lack of understanding of the judges that decided the case by mixing the inheritance legal systems. Furthermore, the Supreme Court’s verdict is based and applied on the involved parties only.

The aim of this research is to build a new legal argument on the Indonesian inheritance law system based on the balance and fairness principles. The method used in this research is normative research based on the statute approach, the conceptual approach and the case approach. Lastly, the result of this research is that the society understand and able to solve the inheritance case.
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